




FOUR-DIMENSIONAL 
LUXURY AND TECHNOLOGY
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Elegance, excellence, value: there’s no such thing as a single idea of luxury. Luxury is a dimension with many 
interpretations, all in constant evolution. And if we’re talking about energy, this dimension is Eikon. 
Every concept of luxury finds its perfect expression in Eikon: technological, chic, sophisticated, essential. 
Four product lines with different dimensions, finishing and functions, but sharing one common denominator: 
controlling energy superlatively.

FOUR AESTHETIC 
DIMENSIONS.



When ultimate aesthetic expression joins forces with avant-garde technical functionalities, the result is 
absolutely unsurpassable: the four Eikon lines not only embody an apex of contemporary formal elegance, they 
also personify and express truly advanced technology. Take the performance of the By-me home automation 
system: intuition and simplicity offering energetic efficiency, maximum control and absolute safety and security. 
The result? Total comfort, tailor-made for every individual vision of the ideal habitat.

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGICAL 
EXPRESSION.
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A technological jewel, as pure as a diamond and as light as a feather. 
Transforming normal everyday gestures into special moments of pleasure.



A celebration of sculptural beauty, exquisite finishing and functional elegance. 
Transmitting unprecedented charisma and allure to any room.
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A new definition of style where detail is supreme.
Distinction with discretion.



The ultimate expression of simplicity, in shape and colour. 
Uncompromisingly in command.
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THE FUTURE
TAKES SHAPE
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Lightly touch the luminous glass surface and pause for an instant to admire the delicate glow 

of the crystal finishing. A featherlike gesture of the finger turned by elegant touch technology 

into a commanding control over energy.

SEDUCTIVE
RIGHT FROM THE FIRST TOUCH 10
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Eikon Tactil is home automation intelligence that reads your mind: the command proximity 

sensor detects your approach and, without waiting for a command, activates the device: the 

commands light up, waiting for your touch.

SENSITIVE
TO YOUR PRESENCE 12
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Unrivalled purity in an astonishingly beautiful material: the crystal employed in Eikon Tactil is 

an unmistakable signature that exudes refinement while displaying extreme toughness. In 

four colour variants, to suit every style. The backlighting of the home automation system 

commands can also be personalised thanks to its RGB leds.

EXQUISITE
TRANSPARENCIES 14
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LUMINOSI

CRIYTAL

A discreet and timeless allure plus a nonchalant elegance that effortlessly adapts to every context. In 
seductive hues housing perfect technologies.

Diamond black Diamond white

 



CRIYTAL

A shining choice, with the harmony of diamond white, the purity of diamond black, the delicate shading of 
aqua and the timeless mystery of pearl grey.

Aqua Pearl grey
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LUXURY
UNVEILED
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An impeccable silhouette, lightly wafer-thin, protruding only millimetres from the wall thanks 

also to its axial controls. Seen in profile, Eikon Evo offers a subtly fascinating and impalpable 

presence, in tune with current interior design trends. An aery lighting command-point with a 

strangely suspended effect. The design created for Eikon Evo in aluminium, wood and 

Corian® creates an elusive sense of detachment from eventual imperfections in the wall, 

conjuring up a floating sensation that highlights the finest materials and their finishing.

IMPERCEPTIBLE
IN PROFILE 20
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Forms designed to make their mark, dimensions with a delicate presence on the walls: 

Eikon Evo projects a sophisticated but confident image: a perfect synthesis of Vimar’s 

aesthetic principles. A switch plate that exalts the quality of its materials and their finishing.

MAJESTIC
GEOMETRIES 22
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Eight different approaches to being, living and expressing luxury. Eikon Evo’s stylistic options 

take their inspiration from the latest interior design approaches, distilling their essences and 

interpreting them in original and personal ways through unusual combinations of materials, 

colours and finishes. Offering you choices on who to be and how to appear.

ORIGINAL
MATERIALS 24
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PRIMARI

With their innate stylishness and unfailing allure, they triumph by projecting unpredictable kinds of sobriety. 
Presences at once discreet and prestigious, lines both tasteful and confidently defined. These are the five 
different shades of anodized aluminium.

ANODIZED ALUMINIUM

Dark bronze Lava grey

Brillant aluminium Next grey Neutral bronze

 



ESCLUSIVI

REFINED ALUMINIUM

Satin gold Black sapphire

Silver Titanium Polished gold

Highly original appearances, noble personalities, irresistible appeal. Rare and therefore precious temperaments: 
the five declensions of enhanced aluminium need only one glance to assert their priceless values.
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SCOLPITI

CARVED STONE

SOLID WOOD

Strong and determined, they reveal themselves in all their solemn physicality. Rigorous by nature, they prefer 
bold cuts without compromising their richness and refinement. These are the three basic character traits of 
worked stone.

Natural wood projects vitality and immediately transmits a pleasurable sensation of calm and warmth. Simple 
natural qualities that permeate their appearance… always uniquely unrepeatable… the triple essences of solid 
wood.

Bianco di Carrara Quarzite grigia Ardesia a spacco

White oak Italian walnut Wengé

NATURALI
 



LUMINOSI

CRYSTAL

Diamond black

Silver ice Bronze mirror Diamond white

Aqua Pearl grey Opal brown

Imbued with mysterious energy, crystal exerts a spell of purity and splendour like nothing else. Wrapped 
inside its luminous and delicate appearance lies unequalled vigour and strength. These are the essential 
features of all seven of the different treatments used on crystal.
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RAFFINATI

SPECIALI

NATURAL LEATHER

CORIAN®

Pure appeal. The delicate harmonious shapes highlight the marriage of sophistication with genuine naturalness. 
A beauty with a life of its own, immune to passing time, is evident in both these varieties of leather.

An eclectic personality with the ability to enhance any room by its mere presence. The embodiment of high 
performance, innovation and intrinsic strength, this is a material that seduces through shining colours which 
signal its cutting-edge hi-tech content.

Glacier ice

Cream Tobacco

 



Total white Total black

Total white diamond Total black diamond

ESSENZIALI

TOTAL ALUMINIUM AND CRYSTAL

Like day and night: opposite but inseparable extremes, differently but matchingly absolute. In perfect 
equilibrium with their surroundings, they generate clean and clear harmonies. There are four such partnerships 
between aluminium with crystal: a quartet of elegant variations on a universal theme.
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DAZZLING
DETAILS
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Beauty can be transmitted from a detail. Like the smooth and shiny chrome-plated frame that 

surrounds Eikon Chrome’s buttons and commands. A distinguishing element that provides a 

touch of pure class.

RECOGNISABLE 
AT A GLANCE 34
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Austere symmetrical lines or smoothly rounded edges? Eikon Chrome offers both possibilities 

through its Classic and Round design lines. Two ways of being and appearing, each with its 

own particular materials and finishes selected to fit the different shapes like a glove.

PERFECT
IN TWO SHAPES 36
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Its materials are multiplied by five, the colours expressing the most varied lifestyles with 

extraordinary precision: Eikon Chrome’s versatility never loses touch with impeccable formal 

elegance. Thanks to the chromed frame and its innate gift for sophistication.

ECLECTIC
IN MATERIALS 38
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BRIGHT

VARNISHED METAL - CLASSIC

Ten colours, both for the strict shapes of Classic and for the shiny curves of Round. Projecting personality 
onto a room with the assertiveness of simplicity and the reliability of metal painted with ecological paints.

Metallic titanium Metallic silver Metallic Siena

Matt anthracite

Metallic anthracite Matt silver Matt titanium

Arctic white Antique white Metallic champagne

 



VARNISHED METAL - ROUND

Metallic titanium Metallic Atlantic grey Metallic silver

Matt anthracite

Metallic anthracite Matt silver Matt titanium

Arctic white Antique white Metallic champagne
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REFINED

REFINED METAL - CLASSIC

REFINED METAL - ROUND

Seven different switch plate variants, both matt and shiny, match any style of furnishing. Nobility of character 
and immediacy, evoking an unmistakable feature: sheer excellence.

Satin gold Satin nickel Polished gold

Satin chrome

Satin gold Satin nickel Polished gold

 



WOOD

SOLID WOOD - CLASSIC

SOLID WOOD - ROUND

African wengé White oak Italian walnut

American cherrywood White oak Italian walnut

The warmth of the best woods slips easily into modernity, being a material with a versatile temperament: three 
different shades both for the formal rigour of Classic and the rounded lines of Round
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INOX

STAINLESS STEEL - CLASSIC STAINLESS STEEL - ROUND

Brushed inox Brushed inox

The icy perfection of steel is expressed in two versions where only the shape changes. Natural brushed steel 
is the material for both Classic and Round, projecting a brightly uncompromising personality.

 



GLASS

CRYSTAL - CLASSIC

Black ice White ice Silver mirror

An image of sophisticated discretion: exclusive procedures produce the fire-shaped crystal in the Classic 
style. In three traditional colour variations: black, white and silver. But the class of glass is simply evergreen.
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HARMONY IN 
COORDINATING 

COLOURS
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Delicately luminous in white, elegantly refined in anthracite grey, technologically modern in 

Next silver: Eikon Total Look evokes absolute beauty through just three colours. Buttons and 

controls perfectly match the colours of the switch plates and the frame around them, 

proclaiming a monochrome vision.

SIMPLICITY
IN COLOURING 48
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Two kinds of shape, dual personalities: Eikon Total Look Classic asserts itself with sharp clear 

lines, while Eikon Total Look Round reveals a milder attitude, sinuous and smooth. To let you 

choose the design that brings out the best in your interior styling.

DUAL
FORMS 50
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Metal is both a functional and aesthetic choice, in a line where buttons and switch plates 

cohabit in perfect colour harmony. In white, anthracite grey and Next silver, luminosity 

becomes a kind of matter.

UNEQUIVOCAL 
MATERIALS 52
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BRIGHT

VARNISHED METAL - CLASSIC

Matt anthracite Arctic white Matt silver

White for purity, anthracite grey for modernity, silver for allure. And again, clear sharp lines or soft 
curves. Whatever the context, Eikon Total Look contributes to any space with its discreet and decisive 
present-day presence.

 



VARNISHED METAL - ROUND

Matt anthracite Arctic white Matt silver
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ORGANIZING ENERGY

SENSORIAL 
TECHNOLOGY 
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The technological functions are superior even in terms of visual quality: the multimedia video 

10” touchscreen shows you what’s going on inside and outside the house in HD images and 

coordinated and personalised graphics. And thanks to internet interfacing, it’s possible to 

exercise remote control via smartphone, PC or tablet. So you can keep an eye on your home 

even when you’re not there.

SPECTACULAR
FROM ANY POINT OF VIEW 58
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Technology means this as well: a 4.3” wide touchscreen video entryphone offering you 

complete command of all your entryphone and home automation functions. To ensure a 

perfect reception right from arrival.

PRECISE
COMMUNICATIONS 60
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The functions applied to Eikon technology provide you with a rapid picture of your home’s 

energy profile, organizing and visualizing both the production of energy and its consumption, 

either considering the entire household or else every individual device. Offering an 

unprecedented energy awareness which helps avoid waste.

CARING
ABOUT DOMESTIC ENERGY 63
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A technology that knows no borders and can be adapted to the standards and modularity of 

any country. Travelling with the unmistakable Italian touch of Eikon’s switch plates, of course.

INTERNATIONAL
VOCATION 65
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A technology that offers perfect aesthetic coordination between every application: supervision, 

commands and connections to any kind of network. A complete and coordinated control-

point where beauty and functional excellence coincide.

COORDINATED
IN EVERY APPLICATION 67
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A choice of three colours for buttons and commands, ranging from the airiness of white to 

the sobriety of anthracite grey via the shining elegance of Next silver. All in the name of a 

technology inseparable from aesthetic appeal. 

ELEGANCE
OF COLOUR 68
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A whole range of control tools available to meet the needs of every situation. Soft-action axial command 
devices, radio-frequency technologies without need of wires or batteries, infra-red electronics or touchscreen 
home automation intelligence. Your whole home obeys your will, and all functions can be coordinated with 
each other in a given scenario, and can be controlled from a distance via PC, smartphone and latest-
generation tablets.

COMPLETE
CONTROL

Axial devices

Infrared devices Radiofrequency devices

Eikon Tactil domotic device 



EFFICIENCY
FOR COMFORT

3-module touch screen Universal dimmers

Timer-thermostat Modular lights

Touch-technology devices that manage to transmit wellbeing like music through every room, universal 
regulation for lighting – including colour variations – timer thermostats programming temperature hour by 
hour and room by room, and modular lights for every situation. Efficient technology at the service of your 
comfort.
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RATIONALISATION
OF ENERGY

Energy should never be wasted. Ever! Thermostats that adjust temperatures according to changing everyday 
needs, control systems for electrical loads, for power consumption and for visualizing energy produced, 
programmed timers for activating devices at the right hours… in other words, rational management of 
energy throughout the home, because Eikon also means energy awareness.

Thermostat Loads control

Timer-switch 3-module touch screen for 

 



RELIABLE
SECURITY

Digital keypad Video camera and microphone

Methane gas detector Interlocked sockets

An avant-garde technology silently protects your home and the people in it at every moment, day and night. 
And it can warn you of emergencies by text message or email wherever you may be. Various kinds of 
burglar-alarms and detectors, ccv cameras in every room, gas sensors to signal and seal off gas leakages, 
and blockable electric sockets offering protection from accidental contact.
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SURPRISING
MULTIMEDIA OPTIONS

Connecting with the outer world, or simply providing enjoyment: technology is also about pleasure. Eikon 
can guarantee exceptional multimedia performance via an extensive and superlative sound system, a wide 
range of inputs for data, sound, video and USB, and compatibility with iPod, iPhone and mp3 devices.

Docking station

USB, HDMI, RCA sockets Eikon Tactil device for sound 
system

3-module touch screen
 



GLOBAL
STANDARDS

Universal installations system

Foreign standard sockets Modularity

Wherever in the world you may be, Eikon can provide plugs and sockets for every standard, and commands 
and switch plates offering various kinds of modular system: this means you can design, organize and 
manage energy with equal ease in over 100 nations across the world.
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